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Trendsetting topic to open the 2016 event series 

GreenBuzz greets the New Year with valuable and thought-provoking input on 

impact investment 

by Katalin Fekete 

About 80 sustainability professionals and newcomers to the field flocked to the Kulturhaus 

Helferei in Zurich last Tuesday to attend the GreenBuzz New Year’s apéro. This year’s first 

event focussed on impact investing, i.e. investing into innovative projects and companies that 

have a positive social and environmental impact and generate a financial return. Three 

stimulating talks by experts alternated with networking sessions that offered participants the 

opportunity to exchange ideas. 

The event took place in the historic chapel opposite the Grossmünster church where 

Huldrych Zwingli, the most important reformer of the Swiss Protestant Reformation and 

driving force behind the renewal movement, had worked and made an impact in the 16th 

century.   

“Green thinking and social impact can be compared to the Reformation during Zwingli’s 

time”, said Christian Kobler, founding partner of Forma Futura, a leader in the field of 

sustainable investment in Switzerland. Sustainability was unknown to investors and the 

banking sector just ten years ago but has started to play a key role in investment strategies 

since then, he added. 

“We are running an 

asset management 

forum with a positive 

impact on society 

and the 

environment.” 

According to the 

successful social 

impact investor 

Kobler, Forma 

Futura is basically a 

classic asset 

management 

company that uses 

sustainability criteria 

for investment 

assessment. They employ a multidimensional approach, i.e. financial and non-financial 

criteria, to guide investors towards sustainability and aim to increase the sustainability of life 

and at the same time achieve a fair market return. He maintained that impact investing was a 

promising approach to tackle and solve social and environmental problems globally. 
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Mariana Christen Jakob, CEO and founder of the Social Entrepreneurship Impact & Finance 

(seif) platform, agreed with Kobler, emphasizing that impact investment was the “key driver” 

for social innovation. She concluded that attracting impact investors like social entrepreneurs 

who were willing to invest into socially innovative projects and companies was key to building 

up a strong professional ecosystem. “It is vital that we get money from investors, 

corporations and the public sector.” They were looking for support from European companies 

and the public sector, she added. 

Founder and president of GreenBuzz Falko Paetzold said that while the wealthy older 

generation had produced many philanthropists who donated money without expecting 

anything in return, the wealthy younger generation wanted to combine impact and return. It 

was therefore important to win these young impact investors over and motivate them to 

engage in impact investing. 

Impact investing appears to be a promising way to tackle and solve the huge social and 

environmental problems that we face worldwide. The question remains, though, whether 

such a concept which is based within a capitalist framework holds the key to solving those 

existing problems. Would we not rather need to fundamentally change our global economic 

system, and encourage “investors” to accept negative returns on investment and become 

old-school philanthropists? 

Since the speakers did not answer the questions, lively discussions ensued and participants 

engaged in thought-provoking conversations while sipping a glass of wine and tasting the 

delicious snacks from a catering project Paprika, which helps predominantly female 

immigrants to the Swiss job market and society – we like it!  
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